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File Storage Security protects your workflow by leveraging cloud-native application architectures.

Trend Micro provides clients with enterprise-grade protection

Insightful Scanning Flexible Integration Secure Cloud Storage Data

With the increase in cloud-native application development and the importance of file upload and transfer, file storage 
services and security are important for modern business requirements. As companies incorporate more and more 
cloud file and object storage services into their cloud-native applications, it can create a new attack vector. That’s why 
it’s important for businesses to protect processes and data across these storages.

Trend Micro, a global cybersecurity leader, helps make the world safe for 
exchanging digital information. Trend Micro’s world-class threat research 
delivers object storage security as files are uploaded into your cloud one 
storage. File Storage Security protects small and large files for complete 
coverage across business processes and applications where files of any 
type might be used. As part of the Trend Micro Cloud One security service 
platform, it helps your organization to build and run applications securely by 
offering controls that work across your existing infrastructure or modern 
code streams, development toolchains, and multi-platform requirements.

Backed by leading threat research, 
Trend Micro provides faster, 

automated malware scanning with 
the latest file reputation and 

variant protection technologies.

Designed for Amazon Simple 
Storage Service (Amazon S3) 
buckets and Microsoft Azure 
Blob storage, you’ll be able to 

maintain data sovereignty.

Start protecting your organization's workflows with 
software that deploys in minutes. Start protecting your 
organization's workflows with software that deploys in 
minutes. Easily configure your existing Aspera ingest 

workflows to have comprehensive file scanning.

File Reputation Variant Protection Extensive Flexibility

Block known bad files using Trend 
Micro anti-malware signatures on all 
types of malware, including viruses, 

Trojan, spyware, and more.

Look for obfuscated or polymorphic 
variants of malware via fragments of 

previously seen malware and 
detection algorithms.

Trusted scanning support for small 
to large files of various types 

including .BIN, .EXE, .JPEG, .MP4, 
.PDF, .TXT, .ZIP, and more.
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